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GRANDE INFINITY

The challenge: to unite zeit-

geist with timelessness. 

The unique result: GRANDE 

INFINITY. 

Lithe and lissom. The fasci-

nating clarity of contours. 

The incomparable aura of 

precious materials. A passion 

for innovation meets master 

craftsmanship. 

The solutions developed 

by the design team at 

BUBEN&ZORWEG push the 

boundaries of feasibility. Ele-

gant, sweeping surfaces – a 

combination of exotic woods 

and aluminium that is unique 

in form and technology. 

Beating imperturbably as the 

heart of the masterpiece is a 

BUBEN&ZORWEG pendulum 

clock equipped with a propri-

etary „Alpha 01 - Pendulum 

World Time“ movement. The 

light of the sophisticated LED 

system reveals the thrilling 

details of the movement‘s 

precision mechanics. 

The Fine Timepiece is framed 

by TIME MOVER® modules. 

Astounding detail: the „Magic 

Swing & Hide Mechanism“ 

conceals the valuable collec-

tion of watches from prying 

eyes – a wise security feature. 

The safe affords certifi ed VDS 

Class I security and doubles 

up as a solid base for the 

GRANDE INFINITY. 

TECHNICAL DATA

·  1940 x 620 x 360 mm (closed)

·  1940 x 720 x 360 mm (open)

·  250 kg

·  Mains Operation

GRANDE INFINITY – FACTS

LIMITED EDITION 75 PCS.

·  TIME MOVER® for 20 watches

·  4 TIME MOVER® in the safe 

(optional 6 or 10 TIME MOVER®)

·  Magic “Swing & Hide” 

mechanism

·  Remote control for lighting 

and the magic “Swing & Hide” 

mechanism

·  Macassar wood-aluminum 

housing with 10 layers of high-

gloss piano stardust lacquer

·  Interior in fi nest Italian nappa 

leather

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe SI-70 

with VDS-I (German Security 

Certifi cation)

·  Storage space for artefacts 

and valuables in the safe

·  Safe door covered with hand-

stitched Italian nappa leather

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting 

technology with fading func-

tion

·  Finest German craftsmanship

FINE TIMEPIECE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG 

Pendulum Clock  

·  Specifi cations see 

INFINITY – Facts



INFINITY

INFINITY – FACTS

LIMITED EDITION 75 PCS.

·  Housing with 10 layers of high-

gloss piano stardust lacquer 

and macassar inlays

·  Stainless steel applications

·  Drawer for accessories and 

storage compartment

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting 

technology with fading func-

tion

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNICAL DATA

·  1940 x 430 x 255 mm

·  150 kg

The refreshingly clear lines 

emphasise that the fi rst fl oor 

clock from the House of 

BUBEN&ZORWEG reduces 

everything to the essential. 

The essential in this case 

being the Fine Timepiece 

behind crystal glass that 

marks the passing of time 

with a steady pendulum 

swing to which the gaze 

is drawn by sophisticated 

LED lighting. 31-day power 

reserve. 

This masterpiece of elitist 

craftsmanship puts the focus 

on one of the core compe-

tences of BUBEN&ZORWEG: 

the manufacture of unique 

timepieces. The fascination of 

the lustrous dial, the perfect 

precision of the interplay 

between weight, pendulum 

and movement – this is how 

time becomes an experience. 

The enjoyment of precious 

moments, lost in the contem-

plation of form and function 

in perfection.

The time had come for 

BUBEN&ZORWEG to develop 

this new and compelling 

defi nition of the fl oor clock 

theme. 

FINE TIMEPIECE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG 

Pendulum Clock  

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Manufacture 

movement Caliber “Alpha 01 – 

Pendulum World Time”

·  Dead-beat Graham escapement 

with pallets made of hardened 

steel

·  Seconds pendulum

·  Main wheel with constant 

power and remontoire

·  World time indication

·  Weight drive (3,000 g) with a 

ball-bearing defl ection roller 

·  31 day power reserve

·  Fine-polished, gold-plated 

wheels

·  6 high precision ball bearings 

and 6 rubies

·  Polished pinions made of 

hardened steel

·  Precision-milled and 

rhodanised plates made of hard 

brass with 5 columns

·  Carbon fi bre pendulum rod 

with extremely low heat expan-

sion coeffi cient

·  Pendulum bob with fi ne 

regulating system

·  Rhodanised dial with sunray 

brush

·  500 hours BUBEN&ZORWEG 

“Excellence Control”



SILHOUETTE

SILHOUETTE – FACTS

·  Housing with 10 layers of 

high-gloss piano stardust 

lacquer and macassar inlays

·  Stainless steel applications

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting 

technology with fading func-

tion

·  Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNICAL DATA

·  1260 x 330 x 180 mm

·  25 kg

A glance at the new wall clock 

by BUBEN&ZORWEG seems 

to blur the boundaries be-

tween work of art and elegant 

object of design. Its modern, 

reduced language of shape 

with its sparse but effectively 

placed accents enraptures the 

beholder at fi rst glance and, 

even years later, will instil the 

same delight as on the very 

fi rst day. 

A generous use of glass focus-

es the gaze on the essential: 

the Fine Timepiece, framed 

effectively by LED lighting. It 

is the same movement that 

is at work in the GRANDE 

INFINITY and in the INFINITY. 

A real masterpiece from the 

BUBEN&ZORWEG manufac-

tory, implemented with the 

entire inventiveness of the 

company‘s core competence. 

This milestone in the art of ho-

rology is founded on lifeblood, 

passion and a fascinating 

power of innovation. 

The transparency of the 

clock’s design lends it a light 

and elegant appearance, an 

eye-catcher at home in any 

stylish ambience. And the 

passionate lover of Fine Time-

pieces will take great pleasure 

from gazing deep into its 

inner workings… to see time in 

its most beautiful form.

FINE TIMEPIECE

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Pendulum 

Clock

·  BUBEN&ZORWEG Manufacture 

movement Caliber “Alpha 01 – 

Pendulum World Time”

·  Dead-beat Graham escapement 

with pallets made of hardened 

steel

·  Seconds pendulum

·  Main wheel with constant 

power and remontoire

·  World time indication

·  Weight drive (3,000 g) with a 

ball-bearing defl ection roller 

·  31 day power reserve

·  Fine-polished, gold-plated 

wheels

·  6 high precision ball 

bearings and 6 rubies

·  Polished pinions made of 

hardened steel

·  Precision-milled and 

rhodanised plates made of 

hard brass with 5 columns

·  Carbon fi bre pendulum rod 

with extremely low heat 

expansion coeffi cient

·  Pendulum bob with fi ne 

regulating system

·  Rhodanised dial with 

sunray brush



ALLURE

ALLURE – FACTS

 

· 8 day German precision 

movement

· Swiss escapement with screw 

balance wheel and 11 jewel 

bearings

· Rhodanised dial with 

sunray brush

· Luxurious, hand-fi nished black 

wood/metal housing with 10 

layers of high-gloss lacquer 

and crystal glass

· State-of-the-art LED lighting 

technology with fading func-

tion

· Finest German craftsmanship

· 500 hours of 

BUBEN&ZORWEG 

“Excellence Control”

VERSIONS

· TIME MOVER® for 1 watch or 

weather station

DIMENSIONS

· 290 x 230 x 195 mm

Precious, unique table clocks are a tradition at 

BUBEN&ZORWEG. The ALLURE has set another fascinating 

milestone in this fi eld. 

The secret behind the fascination is a harmonious trio: in-

novation paired with courage, strength and passion. Stylish, 

moving design. German craftsmanship in perfection. 

Well-balanced, proportionate lines encircle the elegant 

dial. Its soft shimmer is unique: this intriguing effect is the 

result of special manufacturing processes developed by 

BUBEN&ZORWEG. Every glance at the masterpiece will 

instil a sense of joy and pride of ownership.

A generous use of glass provides interesting insights into 

the precise workings of the inner mechanism. An integrated 

LED lighting system turns the ALLURE into a real shining 

example of successful design. 

The “clock inside the clock” is equally as unusual – a TIME 

MOVER® situated beneath the dial offers a safe haven for 

the precious watch of the ALLURE owner. Alternatively, a 

weather station can be installed instead of the watch winder.



ONE TOURBILLONURBILLON

The ONE TOURBILLON 

presents its thrilling, name-

giving complication with a 

spectacular large diameter 

of 14.1 mm from the best 

vantage point and impresses 

through its incredible low 

weight of 0.62 g. An exclu-

sive masterpiece, strictly 

limited to 25 pieces.

Manufactured entirely of 

rose gold, the clear lines 

of the housing surround 

the fascinating inner wor-

kings that demonstrate its 

high-precision functionality 

at every glance. The ONE 

TOURBILLON carries the 

power of innovation, com-

mand of aesthetic design 

and master craftsmanship of 

the BUBEN&ZORWEG manu-

facture to compact extremes. 

The ONE is supplemented 

by a TIME MOVER® HAND-

WOUND that reliably keeps 

the movement in top shape 

through a six-day power 

reserve.

 TOURBILLON

·  Flying minute tourbillon based 

on A. Helwig

·  Extra-large balance wheel 

with a diameter of 14.1 mm 

to stabilise vibrations

·  Weight: 0.62 g

·  Adjusted in fi ve positions

·  KIF shock absorbers

·  Silicium anchor and silicium 

escapement wheel

·  Key-less fi ne adjustment

MOVEMENT

·  Calibre BZ01 Tourbillon Manu-

facture handwound movement

·  Watch diameter 48 mm

·  Movement diameter 39.5 mm

·  49 rubies

·  144-hour power reserve

·  18,000 A/h

·  All wheels with “Moulure” (in 

compliance with the Geneva 

Seal Standard)

·  Zyclovente gear teeth

·  Two tension springs for 

optimised drive torque

·  Indirect wheelwork drive to de-

couple the tension spring force

·  Power reserve display

WATCH CASE

·  18 carat rose gold housing 

·  Onyx inlays

·  Curved sapphire glass

·  Integrated genuine alligator 

leather strap

·  Waterproof 5 ATM

ONE TOURBILLON – FACTS

LIMITED EDITION 25 PCS.



COLLECTOR SAFE XXL

True to their innovative form, BUBEN&ZORWEG have 

taken a fresh look at the subject of the safe. No sign 

here of the safe on the inside — and that in itself is a 

security aspect. No one would suspect the modern, 

clear lines of the COLLECTOR SAFE XXL of concealing 

the latest security technology certifi ed to Safety Class 

VdS I of the German Security Certifi cation System.

The slim elegance of the COLLECTOR SAFE XXL looks 

good in any exquisite ambience. It is in a class of its 

own, a real eye-catcher, true greatness in a gracious 

form. Valuable exotic woods and polished steel inlays 

shimmer resplendently. The exhilarating moment when 

the proud owner opens the heavy safe door — and the 

gaze falls on the hidden treasures inside. Befi ttingly 

presented and surrounded by hand-stitched Italian 

nappa leather.

It is a safe haven for valuable watches or other pre-

cious items. The Gun Collector’s Edition, for instance, 

can safely display three rifl es and six handguns along 

with ammunition. Size matters. The design team at 

BUBEN&ZORWEG has created an outstanding piece 

of German master craftsmanship.

COLLECTOR 

SAFE XXL – FACTS

 · BUBEN&ZORWEG Safe SI-150

 · Safety Class VdS I (German 

Security Certifi cation)

 · German electronic locking 

system

 · Redundant system with key-

pad input and emergency-key

 · Standard: 8 TIME MOVER®, 

5 drawers (various inserts) and 

5 drawers (universal); option-

ally available with 16 TIME 

MOVER®, 3 drawers (various 

inserts) and 5 drawers (uni-

versal) or 24 TIME MOVER®, 1 

drawer (various inserts) and 5 

drawers (universal)

 · Hand-crafted housing, piano 

fi nish with precious wood inlay, 

high gloss

 · Interior in fi nest velour, black

 · Stainless steel handle with 

mother-of-pearl inlay

 · Stainless steel portholes

 · Swiss security lock

 · State-of-the-art LED lighting 

with fading technology

 · Height-adjustable stainless 

steel feet

 · Finest German craftsmanship

GUN COLLECTOR’S 

EDITION 

·  Luxurious presentation for 

3 rifl es and 6 handguns

·  Additional compartment 

for ammunition

·  Interior in hand-stitched Italian 

nappa leather 

TECHNICAL DATA

·  1810 x 550 x 505 mm

·  380 kg

·  Mains Operation

 

VERSIONS (HIGH GLOSS)

·  Macassar

·  Ebony Grigio



TIME MOVER® AUTOMATIC
NEW ERGONOMIC WATCH HOLDER WITH „SAFETY CATCH“ MECHANISM

TIME MOVER® 

TECHNOLOGY – FACTS

·  Specially developed 

ergonomic watch holder

·  Watch holder suitable for 

extra-large watches

·  Adaptable for very small 

watch straps

·  “Safety catch mechanism”

·  Increased durability

·  Extremely silent operation

1 Phase 1:

 The watch is wound in an hourly cycle: 

a short winding phase is followed by 

a longer rest phase, depending on the 

required number of rotations.

2 Phase 2:

 Setting the TIME MOVER® Sleep Phase 

allows the watch to wind down continu-

ously for a maximum of 12 hours. This 

leads to an additional release of tension 

from the winding spring. 

EXAMPLE OF WINDING A WATCH WITH 48 HOURS OF 

POWER RESERVE AT 900 REVOLUTIONS PER DAY

Time in hours
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The road to the top is built on a unique idea. Staying at the top

means continuously improving the tried and tested. 

BUBEN&ZORWEG and their TIME MOVER® are the world market 

leader in watch winders for the luxury segment. Instead of resting 

on well-deserved laurels, the company maintains its position at the 

top through a process of consistent innovation. We are in close 

contact with passionate lovers of fi ne timepieces and have an 

open ear for their needs and wants. Hundreds of hours of pains-

takingly detailed work are invested in seemingly negligible details. 

That is how we maintain our lead. Not only to remain market 

leader but also to continue setting benchmarks for watch winders.

Whilst the ergonomic design of the TIME MOVER® always was 

exemplary, we have now further simplifi ed its operation. The 

current TIME MOVER® generation was optimised in particular 

with regard to the watch holder. It can now hold very large and 

very small watches (e.g. ladies’ watches), regardless of the 

strap length. The new „safety catch“ mechanism comes into 

play when the watch holder is clicked into place. 

We have also managed to reduce the already quiet operating 

sound and increase durability through detailed improvements. 

Ongoing tests in our development laboratories and our coopera-

tion with partner company ELMA ensure the continuous improve-

ment of our TIME MOVER® technology. We tested numerous mate-

rials until we found the ideal combination on which to base the 

development of the new watch holder. TIME MOVER® technology 

is continuously subjected to endurance tests lasting up to 40,000 

hours – which equates to an operating lifetime of 50 years.

Passionate lovers of Fine Timepieces have an intuitive grasp of 

what makes the TIME MOVER® so unique...

AUSTRIA . 8962 GRÖBMING . HAUPTSTRASSE 515 . Fon: +43 (0) 3685 224 80 . info@buben-zorweg.com . www.buben-zorweg.com


